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Nuclear Nova introduces Rocket Golf 1.0 for the Mac
Published on 09/08/09
Nuclear Nova Software today is proud to announce Rocket Golf 1.0 for the Macintosh. Rocket
Golf for the Mac is based off of the recent iPhone success. Rocket Golf gives golfing a
new twist with its unique 2D gameplay and clean 3D graphics. Challenge yourself to 36
unique holes over two courses. Rocket Golf provides accurate game physics while
maintaining an arcade feel. Up to four players can enjoy Rocket Golf, available with a
free demo on Nuclear Nova Softwares website.
Meadville, Pennsylvania - Nuclear Nova Software today is proud to announce Rocket Golf for
the Macintosh. Rocket Golf for the Mac is based off of the recent iPhone success. Rocket
Golf gives golfing a new twist with its unique 2D gameplay and clean 3D graphics.
Challenge yourself to 36 unique holes over two courses.
Rocket Golf provides accurate game physics while maintaining an arcade feel. Up to four
players can enjoy Rocket Golf, available with a free demo on Nuclear Nova Softwares
website. For more conventional golfing, check out Nuclear Nova Software's award winning 3D
golfing games, GL Golf.
Supported Languages:
* US English
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 Leopard or later
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 6 MB Hard Drive space
* 32MB of VRAM
* 1GHZ or greater CPU recommended
Pricing and Availability:
Rocket Golf Demo is free and contains six holes to try. Rocket Golf is only $14.95 (USD)
to purchase through Nuclear Nova Softwares website, and contains two courses. A
course/combo pack is currently in development and will bring the number of courses from
two up to six.
GL Golf is only $14.95 (USD) to purchase through Nuclear Nova Softwares website, and
contains three realistic courses. Rocket Golf iPhone Edition 1.0 is only $3.99 (USD) for a
limited time (Reg. $4.99) and is available exclusively through Apple's App Store. Rocket
Golf Lite iPhone Edition 1.0 is free and is available exclusively through Apple's App
Store.
Rocket Golf 1.0:
http://nuclearnova.com/rocketgolf.php
Download:
http://nuclearnova.com/rocketgolf.zip
Nuclear Nova Software:
http://nuclearnova.com/
Gameplay Trailer (iPhone Version):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8-Ft5TVB2o
Screenshot/App Icon:
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http://nuclearnova.com/images2/rocketgolf.jpg
iPhone Version:
http://nuclearnova.com/rocketgolfiphone.php

Located in Meadville, Pennsylvania, Nuclear Nova Software is a privately funded company
founded in 2002 by Jake Leveto. Jake is currently studying at the Rochester Institute of
Technology for Microelectronic Engineering. Nuclear Nova Software was founded with the
intent of developing unique and challenging games with compelling game-play for the Mac
platform and iPhone. Copyright 2002-2008 Nuclear Nova Software. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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